Extended Data
The statistics of the concordant contigs are furnished in the below table. The data is divided according to the number of mismatches allowed for the concordant contig calculation to illustrate that if some mismatch is allowed (due to possible variations among individuals) the additional contigs may be further assembled. However, for further analysis, only those concordant contigs assembled using the strict 0 mismatch value were used.
Statistics
Mismatch 0 1 Total concordant contigs (observed in at least 2 samples) 790 747 Total sample contigs found concordant 4419 4915 Maximum # of sample contigs assembled into a concordant contig 25 29 Minimum # of sample contigs assembled into a concordant contig 2 2 Average # of samples a concordant contig was found 5.6 6.6
Extended Data Table 3 . Concordant contig sample distribution Novel contigs that were present in multiple samples are considered to be concordant. The table groups the concordant contigs according to the number of samples in which they were found. The data is divided by mismatch 0 and mismatch 1 (Number of mismatches allowed while generating the concordant contigs). 0mismatch 1mismatch  2  243  188  3  125  99  4  85  80  5  59  48  6  36  50  7  44  38  8  29  30  9  31  28  10  20  24  11  26  30  12  14  21  13  18  29  14  13  17  15  9  13  16  8  11  17  8  9  18  15  18  19  7  11  20 0 2 As our GME captures repetitive motifs based on 30nt repetitive regions, it was possible that C/G nucleotides were captured in higher abundance than with standard exome capture. We found that the SW403-GME sample, but not the DLD1-GME enriched sample was enriched for C/G nucleotides. This difference in capture between the two GME samples may be due to slight differences in hybridization temperatures used while optimizing the capture process, and may indicate a use for this technology in specifically capturing C/G nucleotide regions in the future. 
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